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PRINT COLLECTOR'S QUARTERLY-
AN ANTHOLOGY OF ESSAYS ON 
EMINENT PRINTMAKERS OF THE WORLD 
Edited by Lauris Mason and Joan Ludman 
• over 6,000 pages 
• more than 2,900 plates, superbly reproduced 
• examines 233 of the world's most noteworthy print-
makers of the 18th-20th centuries 
• includes 347 articles reproduced in their entirety, com-
plete with illustrations, checklists and catalogues 
• organized alphabetically by name of individual artist 
for easy reference 
• contains a complete table of illustrations and a detailed 
index 
• also includes an introductory essay on the history and 
development of the renowned PRINT COLLECTOR'S 
QUARTERLY 
PRINT COLLECTOR'S QUARTERLY, which was originally published 1911-
1951, has been considered one of the foremost English-language journals 
devoted exclusively to the study of printmaking, drawing, and book 
illustration. Now studies on the world's greatest printmakers which first 
appeared in the pages of PCQ are available in a single collection. This 
handsome set contains essays on individual artists and on schools of 
printmaking dating from the entry of the craft into modern times through 
its refinement in the early twentieth century. Detailed articles explore the 
fine points of the various techniques used by the printmakers and describe 
their specific works. 
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